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ABSTRACT
Introduction Diabetes mellitus is the most common 
metabolic complication of pregnancy and its prevalence 
worldwide is rising. The number of randomised controlled 
trials (RCTs) being conducted in people with diabetes 
is also increasing. Many studies preferentially publish 
findings on clinical endpoints and do not report patient- 
reported outcomes (PROs). In studies that do include PROs, 
PRO reporting is often of poor quality.
Methods We will conduct this systematic review 
following the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 
Reviews and Meta- Analyses guidelines. Using a 
combination of medical subject headings and keywords 
(combined using Boolean operators), we will search web- 
based databases (PubMed, Cochrane and EMBASE) for 
RCTs published in English between 2013 and 2021. Two 
reviewers will review titles and abstracts. We will review 
the full texts of any relevant abstracts and extract the 
following data: date of publication or recruitment period, 
journal of publication, country of study, multicentre or 
single centre, population and number of participants, 
type of intervention, frequency of PRO assessment and 
type of PRO (or PRO measurement) used. We will also 
record if the PRO was a primary, secondary or exploratory 
outcome. We will exclude reviews, observational studies, 
unpublished data for example, conference abstracts and 
trial protocols. Any published RCT that includes data 
on a PRO as a primary or secondary outcome will then 
be compared against the Consolidated Standards of 
Reporting Trials—Patient- Reported Outcome extension 
checklist, a structured and approved framework for the 
publication of results of PROs.
Ethics and dissemination Ethical approval to conduct 
this study was obtained from the ethics committee at 
Galway University Hospitals on 24 March 2021 (CA 2592). 
We aim to publish our findings in a peer- reviewed journal 
and present our findings at national and international 
conferences.
Systematic review registration This systematic review 
was registered prospectively with the International 
Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO). 
Registration number CRD42021234917.

INTRODUCTION
Diabetes is the most common medical compli-
cation of pregnancy and causes considerable 
maternal and foetal morbidity.1

The International Diabetes Federation 
estimates that 2.2% of all pregnancies are 
affected by pregestational diabetes mellitus 
(PGDM) and it is well established that 
women with PGDM and their offspring have 
increased rates of complications including 
macrosomia, congenital anomaly, Caesarean 
section, pre- eclampsia and stillbirth.2–8

Gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) is 
defined as any degree of glucose intoler-
ance with onset or first recognition during 
pregnancy and usually resolves after the 
birth of the placenta. The prevalence of 
GDM is increasing worldwide paralleling the 
increasing rates of obesity and rising maternal 
age. Follow- on data from the landmark Hyper-
glycaemia and Adverse Pregnancy Outcomes 
study9 indicate that the worldwide prevalence 
of GDM is between 9.3% and 25.5%.10

Assessing the frequency and burden of 
GDM is not straightforward. The prevalence 
of GDM is affected by the use of different 
diagnostic criteria, rates of obesity and ethnic 

Strengths and limitations of this study

 ► This is the first systematic review of patient- 
reported outcomes (PROs) in the area of diabetes in 
pregnancy.

 ► It will describe the adequacy of reporting in ran-
domised controlled trials including PROs as a prima-
ry or secondary outcome.

 ► This systematic review is limited to trials conducted 
during pregnancy only and does not evaluate studies 
that aim to prevent the development of type 2 dia-
betes in women with previous gestational diabetes 
mellitus.
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variations.2 11–13 Data regarding the prevalence of GDM 
are also affected by the use of universal versus risk- factor 
based screening; studies from two different centres in the 
Ireland in the last 10 years identified rates of GDM varying 
from 27.4% in those with identifiable risk factors14 versus 
12.4% when universal screening is employed.11

As with PGDM, GDM is associated with complications 
for both mother and infant. Short- term complications 
include large for gestational age infants and macro-
somia15 and hypertensive disorders16; and long- term 
complications include increased risk of obesity and 
glucose intolerance for both offspring17 and mother.18 
Obesity alone without dysglycaemia is also associated 
with adverse pregnancy outcomes19 and there is growing 
evidence to support the additive risks posed by a combi-
nation of diabetes and obesity.20

Outside of pregnancy, the management and compli-
cations of diabetes can cause substantial distress for 
patients.21 This stress can be exacerbated by pregnancy 
and many women report anxiety during pregnancy.22 
Furthermore it is well recognised that diabetes distress in 
pregnancy is a poor prognostic indicator and correlates 
with poor pregnancy outcomes.23

In recent years there has been a large increase in the 
number of randomised controlled trials (RCTs conducted 
in pregnancy; these studies often publish information on 
physiological parameters and frequently exclude psycho-
logical or quality of life data. Two recent core outcome 
sets (COSs) published in the areas of diabetes in preg-
nancy provide evidence that stakeholders often priori-
tise information on physiological, biochemical and birth 
outcomes over psychological and quality of life outcomes, 
even when such study groups include patient advocates 
and representative.24 25 While COSs provide expert guid-
ance for researchers, these parameters fail to capture the 
unseen burden of therapeutic interventions.26

Patient- reported outcomes (PROs) are defined as ‘any 
report of the status of a patient’s health condition that 
comes directly from the patient without interpretation 
of the patient’s response by a clinician or anyone else’.27 
PROs allow healthcare providers to appreciate ‘patients’ 
perspectives regarding treatment benefit and harm, 
directly measure treatment benefit and harm beyond 
survival, major morbid events and biomarkers, and are 
often the outcomes of most importance to patients and 
families’.27

PROs are increasingly incorporated into clinical trials to 
conduct cost analyses28; however, their use is not limited 
to this and some patient- reported- outcome measures 
(PROMs) correlate better with biochemical markers of 
disease activity or severity than traditional symptoms of 
the disease.29

The importance and value of PROs is well established 
in other areas of medicine however searches of web- 
based registries (PubMed, Cochrane, EMBASE, World of 
Science and CINAHL) identified no data on the use of 
PRO in studies of diabetes in pregnancy and a review of 
PROSPERO (a web- based registry for systematic reviews) 

found no systematic reviews summarising PROMs in this 
area. Our systematic review of PROs would be the first of 
its kind conducted in diabetes in pregnancy.

Objectives
This paper presents a protocol for a systematic review of 
the use of PROs in diabetes in pregnancy trials. Specifi-
cally we will identify the number of RCTs conducted in 
diabetes in pregnancy that have included a PRO in their 
primary or secondary endpoints (table 1).

The completeness and quality of reporting in these 
studies will be evaluated by comparing them to the Consol-
idated Standards of Reporting Trials—Patient- Reported 
Outcome (CONSORT- PRO) extension, a framework for 
grading the quality of PRO reporting in RCTs.30

METHODS AND ANALYSIS
This protocol has been registered and approved within 
the PROSPERO database (CRD42021234917). This 
systematic review will be conducted in compliance with 
the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and 
Meta- Analyses guidelines.

Search strategy
We will search PubMed, CENTRAL via the Cochrane 
library and EMBASE online databases for RCTs published 
in English between 1/1/2013 and 20/1/2021. The 
CONSORT- PRO extension framework was published in 
2013, so only studies published after 2013 are suitable 
for evaluation. The databases will be searched using a 
combination of medical subject headings headings and 
keywords (combined using Boolean operators). We will 
also manually search the references of published RCTs 
fitting the inclusion criteria, to ensure all relevant studies 
are found. Grey literature including Google Scholar, trial 
registries and conference abstracts will not be included 
as we aim to report on the quality of reporting in full- text 
published articles.

The PICO format will be used to guide the search 
strategy and is described in table 1.

Table 1 PICO statement for this systematic review

Population Pregnant women with diabetes in pregnancy 
(either pregestational or gestational)

Intervention Any intervention during pregnancy, regardless 
of the duration of the intervention. Such 
interventions include but are not limited to the 
use of insulin or oral hypoglycaemic agents; 
insulin delivery systems; glucose monitoring 
of any description—frequency/continuous 
glucose monitoring, flash glucose monitoring; 
educational interventions; mHealth or mobile 
phone applications for contact; medications; 
exercise; dietary input or dietician input.

Comparison Any

Outcome Any patient- reported outcome
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A sample search strategy is demonstrated in table 2.

Exclusion criteria
We will exclude studies published before 2013; unpub-
lished data; conference abstracts; trial registries and trial 
protocols; reviews; observational studies; studies evalu-
ating the effect of prepregnancy or postpregnancy inter-
ventions; studies evaluating postnatal interventions which 
aim to prevent GDM or prevent the progression of GDM 
to type 2 diabetes; studies which compared different 
diagnostic criteria for GDM and studies evaluating the 
effectiveness of interventions for women with obesity, 
polycystic ovarian syndrome or ‘high risk’ pregnancies, a 
subset of whom may have diabetes.

Identifying papers, data extraction and analysis
All publications identified by the above search strategies 
will be managed in Endnote X9.

Following an initial scoping review, two reviewers inde-
pendently reviewed 30 abstracts to ensure their inclusion 
criteria are aligned and will separately review all titles 
and abstracts to ensure their suitability (CN, LD). Any 
disagreements will be resolved through consultation with 
a third author (FD).

Full- text papers of selected studies will be reviewed by 
two reviewers (CN, LD) who will each independently eval-
uate the completeness of PRO reporting by comparing 
published data against the CONSORT- PRO checklist.

One point will be given to each item of the 
CONSORT- PRO checklist a study meets. This score will 

then be divided by the total number of available points—
for example if a PRO is a primary outcome it must satisfy 
more domains than if it is a secondary outcome. We will 
then multiple this score by 100 (for ease of calculation) 
and calculate the average score for all included studies. 
Any individual study which scores above this number will 
be considered ‘above average’. To facilitate a multivar-
iate analysis to determine factors associated with ‘above 
average’ PRO reporting, data shown in box 1 will be 
extracted and entered into a predesigned data extraction 
form.

Using this method we will be able to report on the 
quality of reporting in a large group of RCTs and will 
be able to generate information on the standards of 
reporting in smaller subsets for example, technological 
and pharmacological interventions, reporting standards 
in type 1 versus type 2 diabetes. We will also be able to 
report on the frequency of reporting for each individual 
item on the CONSORT- PRO checklist.

During the full- text review we will compare the RCT 
reporting against the 25 point CONSORT statement 
which is ‘an evidence- based, minimum set of recommen-
dations for reporting randomised trials’.31 We will use 
the same approach and scoring system when grading the 
quality of RCT reporting against the31 statement. When 
there is uncertainty or clarifications are required attempts 
will be made to contact the author of the paper for obtain 
further details.

To explore factors associated with higher quality or 
more complete reporting, we will perform a multiple 
regression analysis in which the dependent variables will 
be the CONSORT- PRO checklist score and the indepen-
dent variables will be type of diabetes, type of interven-
tion, country of study, multi- site trial, population size, 
primary RCT or secondary analysis of a RCT.

The quality of the individual trials will not be assessed 
as it is irrelevant to the aim of our systematic review. The 
aim of our systematic review is to establish the quality and 
completeness of PRO reporting in RCTs of diabetes in 
pregnancy. The identification and grading of these PROs 

Table 2 Search strategy for the Cochrane database

ID Search Hits

#1 MeSH descriptor: (Pregnancy in 
Diabetics) explode all trees

314

#2 Diabet* ti,ab,kw 95 912

#3 Gestational diabetes ti;ab;kw 3348

#4 Gestational diabetes mellitus 2478

#5 GDM ti;ab;kw 1329

#6 Pregnan* ti,ab,kw 53 093

#7 Hyperglycaemi* ti,ab,kw 1456

#8 Hyperglycemi* ti,ab,kw 8419

#9 Glycaemi* ti,ab,kw 6031

#10 Glycemi* ti,ab,kw 15 327

#11 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 102 855

#12 Antenatal ti,ab,kw 4697

#13 Ante- natal ti,ab,kw 65

#14 Prenatal ti,ab,kw 7005

#15 Pre- natal ti,ab,kw 63

#16 #6 OR #12 OE #13 OR #14 OR #15 70 816

#17 #11 AND #16 11 017

GDM, gestational diabetes mellitus; MeSH, medical subject 
headings.

Box 1 Outcomes to be collected from each RCT

 ► Quality against Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials 2010 
guidelines.

 ► Study type (eg, pilot randomised controlled trial (RCT), cluster RCT, 
secondary analysis).

 ► Single or multisite RCT.
 ► Number of participants.
 ► Detail of intervention in each group.
 ► Type of diabetes (type 1, type 2 or gestational diabetes mellitus).
 ► Patient- reported outcome measure used.
 ► Time points during trial which the patient- reported outcomes (PROs) 
were measured.

 ► Journal of publication.
 ► Year of publication.
 ► Country of origin.
 ► The use of PRO as a primary, secondary or exploratory outcome.
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is not based on study quality/bias and we will not be 
making comparisons between outcomes reported from 
studies at different risks of bias.

Ethics and dissemination
Ethical approval to conduct this study was obtained from 
the ethics committee at Galway University Hospitals on 24 
March 21 (CA 2592).

We aim to publish our findings in a peer- reviewed 
journal and present our findings at national and interna-
tional conferences.

Systematic review registration
This systematic review was registered prospectively with the 
International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews 
(PROSPERO). Registration number CRD42021234917

Patient and public involvement
There was no patient or public involvement in the devel-
opment of this systematic review protocol.

DISCUSSION
Since the early 2000s the use of PROs in experimental 
studies has grown exponentially. In 2009 the Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) issued formal guidelines for 
the use and inclusion of PROs in product labelling.32 This 
undoubtedly contributed to the 500% increase in the 
inclusion of PROs in regulatory applications from 2010 
to 2015. In response to this increase, in 2016 the Centre 
for Devices and Radiological, a branch of the FDA, moved 
to include PROs as evidence in their decision- making 
process and continue to encourage the inclusion of PROs 
in investigational studies.33

In Europe, the European Medicines Agency has 
committed to exploring ‘additional methodologies 
to gather and use patient data from the wider patient 
community during benefit- risk evaluation’.34

This increased emphasis on PRO data collection has 
without question had a knock- on effect on the inclusion 
of PROs in published studies. In the past 5 years there 
has been several publications that have highlighted the 
diversity of PRO measurement and the quality of PRO 
reporting in RCTs in areas such as cystic fibrosis, oncology 
and haematology.35–37

More recently, PROs have been increasingly used in 
diabetes.38 A joint statement by the American Diabetes 
Association National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive 
and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK)39 has highlighted the 
relevance of PROs in diabetes trials. A study outlining 
the broad range of PROMs used in type 2 diabetes has 
recently been published and there is much discussion 
regarding the most appropriate PROs to use in different 
types of diabetes.40 41 Their importance is also well 
recognised in pregnancy.42 Despite this the use of PROs in 
the area of diabetes in pregnancy has not been explored 
and to our knowledge this is the first systematic review of 
PROs in this field. This systematic review will summarise 

the PROMs currently used in diabetes in pregnancy and 
provide information on when and in what patient cohorts 
PROs are collected. It will also allow us to identify factors 
associated with more complete reporting. This will help 
clinicians and patients make informed decisions on the 
effectiveness of treatments.
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